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The following papers have been added to the agenda for the above meeting.
These were not available for publication with the rest of the agenda.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT UPDATE AT A
NATIONAL AND LOCAL LEVEL
To provide an update on national and local communication and
engagement strategies.
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Communications priorities

1

Testing
Multi-channel approach to encourage LFT and PCR
testing, including back to school testing and business
testing. BFC presented at a national webinar on how to
engage on LFT with communities after being seen as an
example of best practice by DHSC.
Vaccinations
Internal and external campaign continues. Enhanced
focus on internal campaign with Q&A session, dedicated
resource and myth busting. Making greater use of
statistics to encourage behaviour change and motivate.
Also using human voices and stories.

Agenda Item 5

Multi-channel approach includes digital and traditional channels to target a wide range of
audiences. Work continues with the engagement team on targeting harder to reach/ niche
audiences.

Roadmap
Continuing to promote 'stay at home'/ health and hygiene
measures– especially important now weather is improving,
schools have returned, and a number of events are taking
place that usually see larger groups gather (e.g. Mother’s
Day). This will switch to 'Stay Local' promotion from 29
March. Comms are also in development for post shielding.

2

Return to school
Supported school colleagues to encourage children to
return with confidence; thanked school communities for all
their hard work; encouraging LFT take up – this work will
continue.
Self-isolation
work to ramp up self-isolation messages is in development
and will focus on:
Self-isolation is different to the roadmap
Support available during self-isolation (physical,
mental, financial, practical)
Preparing for self-isolation (but not panic buying)

